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Saturated absorption line shape: Calcll&stion of the transit-time broadening
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We present a third-order perturbation calculation of line shapes in laser spectroscopy based on the density-

matrix formalism. The new feature of this theory is the inclusion of the Gaussian spatial structure of the laser

beams. We study the linewidth as a function of relaxation and transit times. A shift is found when the wave

fronts are not flat. General line-shape formulas are given as well as approximate formulas valid in various

domains.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since Lamb's first payer" on gas lasers, a
number of theories of the Lamb dip (or of the
saturated absorption line shape) have been de-
veloped. Each of these represents a new step
toward a realistic calculation of the actual lab-
oratory signal. Among other things, we now have
a better understanding of the influence of a strong
field, of the time pulsations or spatial modulations
of the populations, of the may collisions sh3tft

the phase or change the velocity during the inter-
action, of the influence of level degeneracy, and

of the Zeeman effect." ~0 For molecular systems
with long lifetimes, it mas very soon recognized
that the line shaye mould be dominated by the
transit time of the molecules across the light
beam. l I' Until now all detailed theories have
dealt with plane waves and ignored the transverse
geometry of the laser beam; they are therefore
not applicable to the interesting low-pressure lim-
it, to which one is natux'ally led in the pursuit of
high x'esolution.

Thex'e are, in fact, several channels through
e'hich the geometry of the laser beam can influence
the line shape:

(I) In the so-called free-flight regime, the mole-
cules see a time-dependent field; thus the dura-
tion of coherent interaction is jointly controlled
by the radiative lifetime, by collisions, and by
the time of flight of the molecules across the
beam.

(2) Even for high pressures or short lifetimes
there is a syace-deyendent saturation parameter
leading to a nonuniform saturation broadening.

(S) Tllls space-depelldellt sahll a'tio11 will ln turn
x'esult in a deformation of the beam geometry
caused by differential absorption in the beam and
the transversely nonuniform index of refraction.
This last effect causes self-focusing or self-de-
focusing of the beam and induces asymmetry in
the line. 6 ~8

In this payer we shall consider only the problem
defined in (I). Moreover, we limit ourselves here
to a perturbation ayyroach in which Lamb's third-
order calculation is extended to Gaussian beams.
We shall postpone to subsequent papers the exten-
sion of the theoxy to the strong-field ease, where
we will, in addition, include the recently resolved"
recoil splitting. '0

First, we review the basic equations: the den-
sity matrix equations for the moleculax' two-level
system (Sec. II and Appendix A) and the electro-
magnetic equations for a Gaussian beam (Sec. III
and Appendix 8). Then (in Sec. IV) these equations
are solved for the case of linear absorytion spec-
troscopy. Section V develops the profile of the
population changes in spatial and velocity coor-
dinates. In Sec. VI we calculate the third-order
polarization to obtain the saturated-absorption
line shape. We present a plot of the resonance
half-width as a function of the relaxation rate,
and we also predict and study the shift which
arises fx'om wave-front curvatux'e. In Sec. VII
and Appendix C, a number of approximations are
used to obtain simplified forms for the line shape,
as well as useful asymptotic dependences of the
line width and shift on lifetime and the beam ge-
ometry. The line-shape calculation for a frequen-
cy-modulated laser is sketched in Sec. VID. For
future application to the question of the accux acy
of optical fxequency standards, the second-order
Doppler effect is included in some of our formulas.

H. DENSITY-MATRIX EQUATIONS FOR
THE MOLECULAR SYSTEM

In this first paper me shall restrict ourselves
to classical trajectories for molecules. We shall
also assume, initially, that our equations are
invariant under a Galilean transformation of the
coordinates. Of the relativistic effects, the most
imyortant to our knowledge is the transverse Dop-
yler effect, which can be introduced later into
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our equations. As there is a choice of frame of
reference to describe the interaction, we shall
try to take some care in specifying precisely the
frame we use. Let v„be the velocity of a given
frame with respect to the laboratory and let v„
be the velocity of a molecule in that moving frame. We
shall then deal with an elementary density operator

P (» t » ro» to» vs»a» vs)

for molecules created at time t, at location r, in
the state a. Because of the classical trajectory
assumption, the position of the center of mass of
such molecules is a function of time,

R(t) =r, +v„(t t, ),-
and p contains the implicit function

5( r -Tt(t})= 5( r - r, -v„(t —t, )) .
Thus our density matrix can be written

p(z' t, l'o t() vl» a vs)

=p(t, r„t„v„,a, v„)5(r —r, —v„(t —t, )).
We assume that the molecules keep their velocity

v„ throughout their interaction with the light, and
are lost to the coherent interaction if they suffer
a velocity-changing collision or leave the illumi-
nated region. For the purpose of this paper, the
recoil splitting and the effect on the relaxation of
velocity-changing collisions will be introduced in an
gdkoc manner; in fact, both require a quantum-me-
chanical treatment of the translational motioa. "

Among aQ possible reference systems, two are
of special interest: the laboratory frame, and the
frame at rest with respect to a class of molecules
of given velocity (which we shall call the mole-
cular frame). In the first ease we shall write
v~ =v and v„=0; in the second case we write
v~ = 0 and vg = V.

%e choose to connect the two descriptions by
the Galilean transformation

r = r'+vt' t = t'

where primed quantities wiQ refer to the mo1ec-
ular frame. In the molecular frame

P (r» t'
» ro» to» 0» a» «)

satisfies the equation

t
i tt, =[++V'» p»] +i IIRP',

where H, and V' are, respectively, the Hamil-
tonian for the unperturbed isolated molecule and
the Hamiltonian of interaction with the radiation
field. All relaxation effects are included in the
last term by the operator 8 acting on p' in the
Liouville space. Jn this paper we shall assume
the usual sc~&m' electric-dipole interaction Hamil-
tonian

It ]Ig(r»» t» )

where 6 '(r', t') is the electric fieM provided by
the light source,

gt(r', t') =g(r, t) =8(r'+vt' t')

In any other frame, Galilean invariance requires
that Eq. (2}be written

iN +v„V p=[Ho+V, p]+ittRp.
at

ladle hydrodynaIMc deI'1vatlve ill the left-halld side
can also be justified from fully quantum-mechan-
ical considerations as will be seen when we treat
the recoil effect in a later paper.

It is usual to derive, from either Eq. (2) or Eq.
(5), new equations for a more general density
operator integrated over aU possible formation
conditions:

p ( 1', t » VII » Vs)

pt
(fto f'r (I(or(„t„v„,v„}

e -~ {an apace}

p( tr»»rtoo»»vs»as»)»

where X (ro, t„v„,v„) is the creation rate for
molecules of velocity v„ in state a at (ro, t, ).
Calculating the hydrodynamic derivative of (6)
and using Eq. (5) we have

( +vs V p(r, t, v„,v„) =p ) d roX„(ro, t, v sv„)p(r, t, r„t,v„,a, v„)8t cf {IlIPaco }
t

v atp, v(rr„t„v„)v+v„,v)p(, tti„„),„„
{IlKece) 8t

rytyv~yvg Q Q

+Q ~I ~to "'ro]]a(ro»to»v» 8)
{Itm~}

.p [, v(rr,ptr„t v va)]+ ,„(r„,t,ttpr t vv))a,, „„„,
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whel e the integration ovex' x'0 in the fix'st term has
h3s been performed by making use of the boundary
conditlon

P ( I', t, I', t v~, Q, vs) = () ( r —ro ) l Q ) ((I I ~

Thus p(r, t, v„,vn) satisfies the equation

f k +v~ ~ V p =i&&A+ Bo+V,p +iSBp,
Bt

where A is the operator p„X„(r, t, v„,vz) I (I) (& I ~

By rewriting A as -Rpo we obtain finally

and for the optical coherence,

Bt' IoooPao &co P~ I I (na no) ~

(11c)
For both frames we have assumed a diagonal den-
sity matrix when there is no radiation. The equi-
librium populations are, respectively, denoted
by n~ ~ and n'„~ ~ and, in general, depend on space
and time, as well as velocity.

%e note the following transformation laws be-
tween the frames:

jh +v~ ~ V p = Ho+V, p +ikR p-poBt

ere po can be interpreted as the unperturbed
density operator.

To treat saturated absorption we shall consider
only the usual nondegenexate two-level system
with decay constants y, and y for the yoyulations
and y, b for the optical dipole. The resonant fre-
quency is (oo = (E, E, )/5 a-nd the electric dipole
matrix element is )I =(al )II t)}. Equation (9) then
leads to a set of equations for the level popula-
tions and for the optical coherence.

In the laboratory frame (v„=v, v„= 0), for the
level populations n„(r, t, v) =p„„(r,-t, v, 0), a =a, b,
we obtain

(,) . )S(Ir, t)
Bt
-+v V n =-y (n -n ) t-' (p -p)a a a a g ab ab

(10a)

(
( ) . III(r t)

nb yo (no no ) h (poo pab) &Bt

n'„(r', t', v) =n„(r, t, v) =n (r'+vt', t', v)

=n'„(r -vt, t, v),

p,', (r', t', v) =p„(r, t, v) =p„(r'+vt', t', v)

=p,', (r -vt, t, v) .

In this yeper we will be interested in the case of
two quasimonochx omatic waves counterproyagating
along the z axis. %e may take

g(r t) ++(r )te((bJt kc)++ (r t)e((Q/t+ks)

where A+ and A are slowly varying functions of
x, y, z, and t which will later be defined more
precisely. Since it is well known that Eqs. (10)
[or (11)] cannot be solved analytically for the gen-
eral case, we shall consider approximate solu-
tions based on series expansions or numex'ical
quadratures.

%'e will expect solutions of the form

and for the optical coherence p„(r, t, v)= p„(r, t, -
v, 0), we have

+(X ~ +Et,2P
2 i&kg

+ver p

. tI&(r, t)
I(dopao &ao Poo I (ns no) (10c)

In the molecular frame (vtI =0, vn =v), for the
level populations n'„( r', t', v) = p'„„(r', t', 0, v), w—e
have

Bno
( i(o)) . pg(r +vt ~ t )

( i q~)
Bt

'Pl B —S
@ Pb —Pb

(11a)
sn,' (, ,(,)) . p.S(r'+vt', t')(, , )
Btg PQ BQ PLb + $ pab pab* ~

(11b)

where nonresonant terms have been omitted and
where the Fourier coefficients g„» and pab»„
are slowly varying functions of r, t. A cox respond-
ing expression in the molecular rest frame has
the form

n'„= g n' »exp[2tpk(z'+e, t')],
p ~oo

PNo= Q P'o. p+IexP[(2P+I)t&(~'+(at')le ' '
p ~oo

These Fourier amplitudes satisfy coupled diffex'-
ential equations derived from Eq. (10),
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(
(0) i Wr+ ++ + + 0}C+v + na, z p (2zp+vg+Xn)(nn, zp nu 600~ eR ig ~ pab2p, +1++ pub, zp 1-+ psb;2p +1 pub, -zp 1)-y

(16a)

p Q+ )}.'

+v v Pua2n+z = fi-[~o-~+(2P+1)&v,]+y.,)p.~,o,i+ . (&.„-&„,) + .
h

(n. ,&„-n„&+2)„

where &, = I and e, = —1. Corresponding equa-
tions hold in the molecular frame.

These equations can be directly solved numer-
ically using a predictor-corrector method such
as Hamming's or a similar technique designed to
handle such equations. Solutions obtained using
this technique will be presented in a later paper. "

Here we will examine solutions based on series
expansions in ascending powers of the laser per-
turbation. This approach is naturally suggested
by the implicit nature of the equations (10) and
their integral form given in Appendix A. %'e take

or a fluorescence signal from a molecular level.
Both quantities are proportional to the power ab-
sorbed from the light by the molecules. Introduc-
ing the complex Poynting vector

R=E XB*/2p,„
we can write the energy balance equation for the
volume V within the surface S as

~ BQ
Re H ds=-—'I g + dv

4p

n(a) and p
—g p(e) (17)

Q =0 @=1

where q refers to the order of the interaction and
is even for g~ BJld odd for p &.

For each perturbation order there are a number
of Fourier components. This leads to the follow-
ing double series:

where complex representation of the vectors has
been used, S=ReE and so on.

The average power lost by the light is therefore

He & gP
58

which, for monochromatic light, becomes

(q) ~ ~ (q) (2P+1) ikZ -i(de
Pay ~ Pub ~ ~ Pgy2P+1 8 y

where n~„')» and p~„') 2~„are slowly varying func-
tions of xy g~ and 8.

In the molecular frame we have the correspond-
ing expansions

(22)

The absorption coefficient for a field propagating
along the optical axis z is defined by

1 dg
n((u, z) =

y g

n' =gn'" =g P n" exp[2ipu(z'+v f')]
a =0 (f =0 2P=-q

pr pr(c)

q = 1 2P+1= -q
r(c)

Pa&,2 P+1

III. ELECTROMAGNETIC EQUATIONS

In this paper we are interested in calculating
either an absorption coefficient for a light beam

x«exp [(2p + 1)ik(z'+ v, t')]e

With these expansions, Eqs. (16) can be rewritten
for each perturbation order.

~ Im JP* Eddy
f z,E E*dxdy'

%e now use a scalar formulation in which the elec-
tric field is linearly polarized, and we assume the
rotating-wave approximation in which the polariza-
tion I' ls simply

where

p~y
= p~y(~) d v.

Multiplying the density matrix equations (10a)
and (10b) by 2' and subtracting, we verify that
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W„,= i-~p, (p.,—p,*,}Re&dVd'e

which has the time average given by (22}.
We shall assume that the material medium af-

fects the field only by changing the amplitude and

the phase along the z axis. Since the transverse
geometrical structure of the light beam is not af-
fected, @re regard it as being know'n exactly. As
before, the field can be written as the sum of tyro

counterpropagating waves,

[E+(g)e4o+&s&U++E (g)eio-(s)U ]eI~t- (24)

U+ U+(g y g)e tilt

U = Uo(g, y, g)e'~.
(25a)

(25b)

o'(to, a, v)=—Im(e": p , U ,eh@). '

Uo'Uo'* dx dy

In this paper we shall assume the usual TEM
Gaussian mode for Uo'{g, y, g). Using the result
of Appendix 8 %8 hRve

U;(x, y, g) = I'(g) exp[-I'(g)(s'+y')/te', ]. (26)

Here I.'(g) are the complex Lorentzian functions

j. sv~~ . b,
1 v-2i(g —g,}/5, te', {g) 28,(g)'

where b~ ls the confocal parameter for the beam
having a waist at g, with a 1/e radius to, such that
b, =kte a2nd av, (g) and R,(g) are, respectively, the
beam radius and the radius of curvature of the two
waves at z. To recovex' the plane-wave limit, we
see that when 5-+m, I -1, to~(g) -tv, - ~ and

R,(g)- ~; thus U,'-1. In evaluating Eq. (23) we
must calculate the integrals

0'(to, z&= f o't~, x, v)d'u,

bility 1 = a'v/e is the ratio of the energy stored
per unit volume by n dipoles times their fraction-
al degx'ee of excitation to the electromagnetic en-
ergy stored Ul the vacuum,

The other useful observable is the fluorescence sig-
nal fxom either level. For a slice dz we can obtain
the value of this signal by integxating the density
matrix equations (16) over transverse coordinates.
By setting p =0 we obtain the average value

~@+
go@'(&o, g, v) Jt UtUo~dgdy

R
+ 4~~ Q ((o, g~v) ~

l~~ UoUPdxdy.

(31}
We see that the fluorescence signal from level e
has two contributions proportional to JQ (v,
g, v) d'g (where the factor y "/y gives the appro-
pxiate reduction in y if nonradiative pxocesses
are important}. The above equation also shows
that in the perturbation approach, it is equivalent to
calculate ffn"~odxdy or Q'~'" from p,'~~".

The rest of this paper is devoted to the calcula-
tion of Q' for various orders in the perturbation
expansion of pub.

IV. LINEAR APPROXIMATION

In this approximation the populations keep their
equilibrium values) %'hlch for simplicity we Rs-
sume to be independent of spRce Rnd time,

n =n„'=e(0) =vs'(0), e =a, b.

%8 introduce a normalized velocity distribution
&(v},

n&o) n(o) n E(v

The density matrix equations for the opticai co-
herence may then, be written

(
p(l) g~ p(x) y p(a)

et cb 0. ab ab cb

+i —noE(v) Reg(r, t)
and we have eliminated the texms that vary rapid-
ly with z. Here n~ is a population-difference pa-
rameter which will be defined later. The quan-
tities Q~ have no dimension and appear as the frac-
tional degree of excitation of the optical dipoles.

The absorption coefficients fox' the tw'o wRves
are simply given ln terms of Q ((dq g) by

in the laboratory frame and

t(y)
t(1) «(1)~ +OI eb ~eb Pab

+ i g~ noI'(v) ReE(r'+vt', t') (33')

o'((u, g) = ((o/e)n, (2p/e, E,')q"((o, g). (30)

The corresponding effective nonlineax suscepti-

in the molecular frame. Because of the linearity
of the problem we can restrict ourselves to the
calculation of Q by keeping only the corresponding
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part of the electromagnetic field in (24). To show
the equivalence of the two forms (33) and (33'),
we now solve the problem in both frames.

p(,"(r, t, v)=i n, E(v)e ' '

dTE0 g —g 7 e-&4+(~-t)&&)

A. Calculation of the transit effect in the molecular frame

In the rotating-wave approximation, Eq. (33')
can be written

t (y)
Pab

Z ~ &(I, ) I(t)~~ ~ ™0Pob ~a,b P ab

)(U'*(r v-r)e«(~ ~) ).~-)t (37)
At a given position z the integrals in (36) and
(3'7) can be evaluated easily if we neglect all
longitudinal transit-time effects (apart from the
usual first-order Doppler effect), that is, if we
neglect the presence of v, T in E0, Q', and L .
Then

+ —n E(v)S'(z'+ v t')e "@ ("+"*"
0 c

XU'*(r'+vt')e '"' . (34)

p (,"(r, t, v) =i
g n, E(v)E*(r, t)(vr/a)' t' 8'(i(t)/v a)),

(38)
where

With the boundary condition p,'b =0 at —, p,'b
is given by

p&(1)(rI t~ v) i n E(v)e (Ygy+t~o)t
eb & 0 2g 0

g
t

d)1/g+ @t ~ gtl g f 0 (tg +t)gt )

)(U' (r'+vt")e( '(" ')))')'a))'

(35)

Kith the new integration variable Y= I,
" —I;", p,'b

takes the form

pi(1, )( r t i
)

=i —n E(v)e ' '
M

dv'E'(z'+() t' —t) T)e '

XU (r'+vt' vr)e ('( 0 ")+'t ))"

(36)

If the transformation laws in (12) are used, the
above expression for p,'b can be transformed into
one for p„ in the laboxatory frame,

a = (I' /(e', )((),'+ t) '„),

I) = —(I /~)((), &+ ()V)+ z), )+zi((e, —(e+ttt), ),

and W(i ( /I)v a)) =e I erfc(t)/v a) is the probability
function for complex arguments. " A similar
expression can be written for p'„(').

We see from (38) that the in-phase or out-of-
phase components of the polarization are sym-
metric or antisymmetric with respect to e0 —~
+kU, only if a and therefore L are real. , that is,
if there is no curvature of the wave front. Other-
wise the phase between the fieM and the accumu-
lated polarization changes as we proceed along
~ or y. The resulting shift can also be interpreted
as the variation in the Doppler shift (owing to the
curvature of the wave fronts) which changes as
the molecules cross the beam.

For very large beam diameters (t), -~), a-0
and the susceptibility is a complex Lorentzian,

0 ~Q ~gb+Z (t00 —4P +kVz

As the calculation of (I) from the expression (38)
leads to cumbersome integrals, we prefer to
perform the integrations in a different ordex. %'e
start with the proj ction of expression (37) on the
Gaussian field, again neglecting the longitudinal
transit-time effects,

oo

q'((e, z, v)=II+E(v)Re dre('( "0) )")' dxdyU (r)U' (r-v7') dzdyU (r)U *(r)
03

Here we have introduced the Rabi circular fre-
quency 0' =t(E,'/28'. Note that all effects of the
absorber motion appear in the argument of
U+*(r —vt), so that there is an intrinsic sym-
metry between the usual Doppler broadening owing

to motion along the ~ axis and the line broadening
owing to the transverse motion. The line shape
for a given velocity class now appears as a Fou-
rier transfox m involving the spatial autocorrela-
tion function of the field. The autocorrelation
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function is

Here

(z, v, T).

w,'(z, v, r)= J( f& AU,'(*,y, *)

x Uo *(x —v„7', y —v, r, z)

= —n W e "r ' i'2 ~+1 2 2 2
2 +

%L (z, v, T) =
l dxdyU (r)U (r —vT)

(40)

for a single traveling wave, where we neglect
the effects of changes in geometry along the z

axis. If the light has a cyl.indrical symmetry,
we may rotate the axes so that v, =0, vx = v„,

1 1
v, =v, . If r, =(x„y„z,), then Eq. (42) becomes

gp(1)

1

+iQ+ noF(v)e 'l '+~ U+*(r,), (45}

which has the solution

p ' =i 0'n F(v, )e 'l~'+@ &

where v„' = v'„+ v, . An important result is that

this function, and therefore the line shape, is
independent of z. This result is valid, of course,
only in the approximation that transit-time effects
along the z axis are negligible, which is the case
for a soft (large optical f number) focus. Such

effects result in a broadening of the order of

v, /b „which is much smaller than the transverse
transit-time broadening as long as b, »w„ that

is, as long as w, »&.
The correlation time 7", =-w, /v„plays the role

of an effective transit time across the beam. In

a gas cell, the corresponding average broadening

is of the order of

h&v =u/w+ or b v= (1/2v) u/w,

r X1
x exp i i(iLi —w, —k v, ) —y~ ]

1

V„

x
x exp — i x —v -kv, -y, b

r

Introducing the new integration variable
r = (x, —x', )/v, , we have

(1)
pei ("i~ yi»

= i n'n, F(v )e " "~'
&

1

(46)

where u is the most probable velocity. The last
integral in Q'(w, z, v) can be evaluated to obtain

Q'(id, z, v) =0'r,+F(v)(z v)'i2

x Re fW((~;/~2)(ie -&e, —k v+ i y))]

This result is symmetric with respect to the vari-
able ~ —vo —kv, . This symmetry could have been
seen in (39) by changing r into r+vT and v into —v.

B. Laboratory frame calculation

For the laboratory frame we have Eq. (33),
which, in the rotating-wave approximation, is

x
~ dT U+ (x yv y z)e[i(v- wp kvc) Y-anal

~lo

(47)

which is seen to be completely equivalent to (37)
if one takes into account the rotation of the axes
and the negligibility of the axial transit-time ef-
fect. We shall use the above reduction of the
hydrodynamic derivative to a single derivative
when we treat the strong-field case.

Another way to solve the partial differential
equation (33) is to use the Fourier transform of

p, ', with respect to x and y,

p "(r, t, v)=e'l" ~" t dk dk pli&(k k z v}

at +v V p(i)=-gN p(l)-y p(1)
ab 0 ab ab ab

+i n, F(v) Q'e ' ' ' U'*(r).
(42)

Xgf (kxx+k y)

The Fourier expansion of the laser field is,
from Appendix B,

(48)

(43)

One may reduce this equation to a first-order
ordinary differential equation by observing that

gp(1)" - —i~p(')

WE(r i) E+ ei I ie(wt-ka) +

4n
rt oo r+ ni

dk, dky

for monochromatic light, and

8 (1)
Pab gkp(1)

ab y
(44)

x exp[ —(k„+k'„)w+/4L']

j(k x+ky3i)
(49)
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If we again neglect the slow changes of E0, (It',
and L' with z, we get the algebraic relation

i (k, v„+k„v„)pt,"(k, , k„z, v)

=[i (v —ua —kv, }—y„]pi", (k, , k„, z, v}

This expression can be simplified by rotating the
axes as before so that v, =0. Then

Pap (Xke 3'ke Ze t, V, )
(j.)

=iO'n F(v )e '~ e't"' ~&
0 1

x exp[ —(k,'+ k', ) u+/4L, "].
+iO'n, F(v)e '~ (w', /4v)

Substituting (50) into (48), we obtain

p.",'(r, t, v)

=iO'n F(v)e ' e't ' '~(w'/4w)

(50) x w+ qL+* ~-I'*(~&(. &)
2am

exp[ —(w /4L+*)kx +ikak&k]

i (kv —&a) + kv, + k, v, ) +y, a

(52)

&e' &"+"3' dk dk .x y' (51)

exp[ —(k, +k„)w, /4L' )
i (&u, —kd+kv, +k, v, +k, v, )+y, a

After evaluating the last integral we obtain a re-
sult equivalent to (38); differences in form are
due onl.y to rotation of the axes. Projection of
ptka~ onto the field Ua [as in (39)] gives

(L+L+ a}k/g t-P (L+ L+ ae) 2

Q'(u&, z, v, ) =ReO'F(v, } +&~ I exp 2
'

dy,
7P W+ W+

(
' ~ +t, &„,&

' e p( —[( ', /4 *)kk', ~ 'k„«, t))
i(&ua —&u+kv, +k, v„)+y,a

(53)

or

Q'(&u, z, v, ) =O' F(v, )(w, /v 2m)

xRe exp(- ~z', k,', )
*& i (&u 0- &u+kv, +k, v„)+y,aj.

(54)

The line shape now appears as a convolution
of a wave-vector distribution with a Doppler-
shifted Lorentzian. We obtain finally

Q'(kd, z, v„, v, ) =O'7 F(v)(-,'v)'t'

x Re{W((T,+/&2)(w —(u kv, +i y—,a))),

(55}

which is identical with (41).
It is interesting to note the parallel between

the present case and the usual line-broadening
case, where the profile is also expressed by the
Voigt function ReW(z). Here we have a single
velocity with a Gaussian distribution of k vectors
rather than a single k vector with a Gaussian
distribution of velocities.

With the Fourier expansion approach we see
that the transit-time broadening appears as a
residual first-order Doppler broadening associ-
ated with the distribution of wave vectors. After
averaging over transverse velocities we there-

fore expect a broadening of the order

4w =u&k =u/w+.

This equivalence between transit-time and re-
sidual Doppler broadening descriptions appears
also in beam-foil spectroscopy. In that case the
transit time is across the entrance slit and the
Doppler effect is related to the direction of emis-
sion.

C. Velocity integration

For a gas sample in thermodynamic equilibrium
the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution is ap-
propriate, and is conveniently written as

F(v)= F, (v, )E, (v„),

with

F(v,) =(1/v m u)e "at", F(v, ) =(2v, /u')e "pt",

where

u = (2k,T/I) 't'

is the most probable velocity. Although one could
perform the integration directly on/'(mg, v) as
given by (41), we prefer to go back one step and
use (39}.

We first perform the integration over transverse
veloc ities
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Q""(,*)=ii' d|iF(e)He i ef -1-" '"-)'-'f i|i,(.~(v. ) (ff~iiU'u:'I
~a 0

+ee oo d7It dpi Q(e ) Re sfi(" wo-kvs) Yabli'

1+(u'v'/2ui2)

= I'I( iv/&2u) Im[E, ( l)e -' E,(g)e-'] -=G'(&), (56)

where

t; = (~250Ju)(.id —iiio —keg + iy~i). (57)

Here E,(r„)=—f (e "/u) du is the exponential integral
function. "'"

This line shape could be observed in an atomic
beam experiment under ideal collimation condi-
tions. In saturation spectroscopy the v, velocity
is not defined more precisely than the value cor-
responding to the homogeneous line width. Still,
this line profile for a single v, group was found
to be useful as an empirical line shape for fitting
experimental saturation absorption peaks. Later
we show that this line shape is indeed an approxi-
mation to the complete profile. For y,~=0, we
have simply

G'(i;) = (inv, / 2 u)II'exp[- i(&d —&d, —kv, )(v 2io, /u) i],
(58)

for which the 1/e half-width is b, ii = (I/2wv 2) (u/u, ),
whereas for large y, i, G(g) approaches a. Lo-
rentzian line shape of half-width y,~.

If, on the other hand, integration over v, is per-
formed first, we have

Qi&~(id, Z)

1=II' ~ Re
d7 exp[i((u -(u,) —y, i,]~

1+(u'v'/2ui, ')

X

f1+ R dr e (x-p' 'k'u/4r+ [i((u —~d, ) —y„]r)
1+ (u'T'/2w', )

(59)

A choice must now be made as to whether to inte-
grate first over v, or over v. Both choices will
be investigated, for if we start with the integration
on T we obtain as an interesting intermediate re-
sult the line shape for a particular v, class of
mole cules,

"dr exp[i(~ -~, —kug) -y„]v
1+(u'v'/2ie2)

0+
Qi'i'(iii, z) =Ww ReW ' +i —'~

A'u ku
(60)

If yi =0, we can also evaluate the integral in (59)
to obtain

Q(1)t ( ) Q+ ~ + k2 W+/2
4 u

X e+ '"+t'"i& erfc
W2 ku

+e(/2'+/N)(~ erfc + +. 0
~

k
v2 ku

As b, -~, the transit effects should disappear.
We have

erfc y — exp

V. SECOND-ORDER APPROXIMATION

At this stage we are interested in calculating the
shape of the hole burned in the ground-state popu-
la, tion nP (r, t, v) and of the population peak created
in the excited state, nP (r, t, v), under the influence
of the two counterpropagating fields. In a first
treatment we shall neglect the spatial population
modulations at + 2k@ or temporal pulsations at
+ 2kv, t' and keep only the n~, terms in the expan-
sion (18). It is indeed possible to show that the
n(&)» terms do not contribute to the final result in
a third-order theory in the limit of infinite Doppler
width.

In the laboratory frame, we have from Eqs. (10)

v. Vnt' = —y, n,tn +(ii/k) Im(Ep, )) (61a)

and

Q '" ((u, z) -II'(i'm /ku)&

that is, we obtain a Doppler profile. In the other
limit, as k-0, we get G'(g).

It is interesting to note that an identical calcula-
tion arises in the line shape theory of Doppler-free
two-photon spectroscopy, "and leads to an equa-
tion similar to (59). The appropriate value for k
will then be the difference between the moduli of
the wave vectors of the two oppositely running
waves. If these are equal, the resulting line shape
is similar to that given by (56).

In the limit as zo,-~ we recognize that the last
factor is the Voigt function,

and

v. Vnj" y, nI", —(=Iti-/li) Im(Et(~„"), (61b)
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where a steady state has been assumed for I.he

populations.
In the molecular frame we use Eqs. (lla) and

(lib) to obtain

= -}n"'}+—Im[E(r'+vt' t')&'}(r' t' v}]

(62a}

As these two sets of equa. tions are equivalent, we

shall solve only the molecular-frame system.
As both counterpropagating fields give similar

terms, we may again drop one of them for the
sake of simplicity. From (24) and (62) we have

xpi[,'}(r', t', v) —c.c.],
(63)

where p,'I,'}(r', t', v) is given by (36). Performing
the integration and change of variable, we obta, in

ng(&}(rr p v) i M ei4' dpi U(rI +vt) vr) )p$}(r) ti yi v}e &a~ e

=n+(v) ' dr'e &I' U(r'+vt'-vT') dr U~(r'+vt' -vv-vv')
2A

xexp(-[i ((u, —ro) +}„]}.]+c.c. (64)

The equivalent expression in the laboratory fr arne is obtained in a straightforward manne»y rep»cing
r'+vt' with r,

s}",ir, t, v)=ma)'(v)( ') eRf d 'e i."gr-)v') j dv))"))- v ~v')e p}-}i(~,— ) ~ y}v}.

The physical interpretation of this formula, is as follows: The population peak at a given point x, y in

space is the sum of all of the contributions which arrive at that point and have been created at some past
time &' along the path followed by the particular class of molecules with specified velocity components

Each of these contributions is proportional to the intensity of the fieM at the corresponding point
in space, r —v7', and is weighted by the factor e &~', which accounts for the relaxation of the population

peak. Substituting for the functions U and U* and performing the integration over 7 gives

CO 5 +V
$6 $V

x exp[-[z((o, —( +et,}+y.,]v]

0 d ILLA' (g~g+)(x —vx ) +(y —v))r ) e ) ) ~ w

0 'N 0 0

whel e now

a = (f '/w ') (v', + })',),
b'= ,'}.,+ 2i(}d, -(u~kt), ) —(—I */n)')[t)„(x- v„r')+}},(y —v,~')].

The peak (or the hole) at a given point in space
is not symmetric with respect to 'Mo M+kv if
there is a curvature of the wave front (L complex
in I)'}. As noted before, this asymmetry arises
from the Doppler shift associated with the inward/
outward propagation of the light. Although it re-
verses as one goes transversely across the beam

from -~ to+~, the situation is not all symmetric
with respect to the beam center, because at a giv-
en point it depends on the accumulated history of
the molecules that arrive there.

Although the local response function is not spat-
ially symmetric, it is easy to check that the inte-
gral over space of neo)(r, t, v) is a symmetric func-
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tion of detuning. We can either calculate the inte-
gral of the expression (66) or directly integrate
the equation (61a) over space to obtain

This is consistent with the symmetry displayed by
Q"" in Eq. (41), since the bracketed term is pro-
portional to Q"".

'pl dx dp

=—- - —Im e" dxdy U,'p,",'„

which is symmetric with respect to vo —&+kg, .

VI. THIRD-ORDER APPROXIMATION

Using once more the equations for the nondiagonal
element we are able to calculate p,",'~ and the
shape of the saturated absorption signal. In the
molecular frame we can write from Eq. (11c)

~(s)
[E+e «+ U+'4(r +vt&)e&)({(((+)){')+E- {4 U 8(ri+vt() -i))(g'+() {')'[ -{&ut( ({ ) i{2))

0~ah +a@cb pg L 0 0 e ~ oe o ~
~ ~

—'Pl

Using Eq. (15) we get

g I(3)
'(~o —~+~~)p -y p'"' +i(p/2h)(n'"' —n,'"')E'e {~ U;*(r'+vt')

+ i([[{/M)(n'"'- n'"')E'e *'"U'+ (66)

We now drop the terms involving z'„",'„because after integration over p, they lead to negligible contribu-
tions when the Doppler width is very large compared to the saturated absorption peak width. For plane
waves this is known as the rate-equation approximation. We therefore have

p,',",„' = i(t{/2@)E;e '"exp[-t(co, —u) + uv.)t' y.,t']

x dt g~
m()O

and by changing to v" = t' —I,", we find

)'"'(F t' i)='()'' "f d~"[P{F+i(~. ~.),. ~,.) „w(-„.+i(v ~-) ). r»tl

x U;*(r'+ v(t' —r")}exp (- [i(~,—~ ~ kv, ) +y„]&").

In the laboratory frame these results have the form

p.",,'„(r, t, v) = i&'e-'" «"[n,",.'(r -«")—n.",,'(r -«")]U;+(r- vr") exp(- [i(~, —~+ t{v,)+y.,]r"], (71)
0

and when the population changes are replaced by expression (65), we find

p{3,'~(r, t, v) =-i2fl'e "o n,E(v)

x dT 'U + r —vT exp —I, coo —Mkkv~ +y,~ 7

x O' 'He d7' e '&'"+e '~' U, r —vv' —vv'"
0

x d7 U, ~ r —vv - vv'- vv" exp —i (d, - ~+ &v, +y„

+ (& )' Re dr'(e~{'+ e o")U,(r vr' —vv")—
0

d&(), ( —ir —iv' —vr")exp[ ['(, av, )+y„]v))
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We now want to calculate the (tuantitJJ

d»m e pen ~Uod~d&
0

Uo~U o~* dx dy.

In fact, to get the saturated absorption signal we need calculate only the change induced in each of these
quantities by the presence of the other field,

4()""=-() (()')'f1' 5'(v)

&Re dxdy U~ r dv'"U'~ r —vv" exp —i v —urskv, +y,~
w"j~

0

dT Uo r —vT —vT e~& +e~~'

r —~—v7 —v~ exp'- j ~
0

+ d~'U ~ r —vv' —vv"

x d7' Uo r —v7' —v7'

"8~(((( .— +) .)-~.,lr),
' f (xd) ((r(: ()4).

In contrast to the linear case, it is more convenient to start with the integration on t&„

] +co I+2

dv, exp —~z exp[+ ik(r" mr)v, ]= exp( ", [ Iz'u'(-r"-+ &)']f.~

~

()0

As was pointed out by Lamb, in the infinite-Doppler-width limit the quantity

(fzu/2~ir exp I,'[ a'u'-(r-" r)'P

acts like a g function of r"—r, whereas exp(-,'[-0'u'(v" + v)']] gives a negligible contribution (as would have
been the case for the spatial modulations of the populations n",'~ if we had kept them). The integration on
v" therefore gives

&Re dxdp Uo r dT Uo* r —v~7 exp —2 I, wo —w +y, ~ 7

x (fg'U'(r —v~v'-v~v)(e )'(' +e )~ )

At this stage we write expressions such as U (r —v~v) to stand for Uo(x —(),7, y —(),7', z), since we have
already performed the integration on v„we have neglected the longitudinal transit-time effects that arise
from terms such as Eo(z —(),r), (I)(z —v,v), or f.(z —(),v ).

For a Gaussian beam the integration could be performed separately on x and y, but it is simpler to
recognize that the functions U, are cylindrically symmetrical and rotate coordinates so that v, =D, u„=~„:xr r
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dy, exp —,(I, '+I, '*)+, (I, '+I, '~) y,'
$0g

40 +ee 40 ee X
e x, ~ v exp~- 2f4~ lfP ~

(X~ tl~1 2U~T), y ~i y ~i)(8 & +8 ~
gg I

x exp[-2[4 (tuo —ru) +y, ~]T} ',

After performing the integration on x, and y, ve obtain

2
I ig)

kQ =- 0 {0 }gp dv„E~(v~)Re dr dT exp(- U(A~'T +2BpTT +C~T )}'
&(s '4' +e &o' )exp[-2[i(~0-ru)+y~]v}, (78)

A =(l, +l))(l +i*}/a=2/[~'(g}+m', (g)],

8, = (l l~ +L*l +*+2l~l*, ) /a,

C, =[(l~+l )(l, +l*)+4l, l*,]/a,
where

a =l +l*+l, +l,*=2(l/m', (g)+1/w' (g)),

l, =I, '/ur2, .
In addition me have introduced a geometrical factor

g~= dx'@AU+ r U+~ r U' J)dk dy U,'(r)U,"+r= (2/aso*, )(I,'I."I;I-').

For the matched Gaussian beams

for plane waves g=1. %e next do the integration on v' to obtain

4Q' =- 0 (Q }'g, du„' —— Re dvexp(-C, U, ~ —2[i(ro, —~}+y„]r}—,), 2&g, , "
F,(u, } 1 g '~

R

0 r 0

li y, ) fi y.
W~ ~ 2

+B v„r ~+W~, ~ ' +Ii,g„r

This 'Ne can rwvrlte as

0 0
eb ~ 5 0 4~UI

(80)

+ (same expression with y~ replaced by y, ),
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where

is a real coefficient.
It is sometimes useful to know the contribution

of different velocity groups; for this purpose one
can perform a numerical integration over v. In
this case final results require further numerical
integration over vr. Later in this paper we re-
verse the order of integration and derive an analy-
tic form for the velocity integral.

In the special cases, in which one or both beams
are plane waves, analytic results can be given.
If one beam has a very large confocal parameter
(ff, -~), then w, —+~ and l, -0, and we find

2&m. .. 1 1 2~q&"'- — n'(n'}'g, —+ ——,

dvr vr exp —~2

xRe exp(-v', r'/2w', )
0

xexp (-2[& (&v, —&v) + y„]r tdr .
Except for the factor of 2 in the exponent of the
last integral, this is the same line shape as pre-
viously obtained in the case of the linear response
of a given v, velocity class, Eq. (56). This form
can be anticipated by inspection of Eq. (76), where
either Uo(r) or U, (r)-1.

If both beams are plane waves, beam-geometry

effects disappear and we recover Lamb's result,

~q& -- n (n )* —+-,), vw, , 1 1
ku Yg Vg

~ ~

1
xRe

i(&v, —&d}+y„'

Before discussing the two integrations in Eq.
(80) for the general case, we comment on the
symmetry of the line shape. From (80} it can be
seen that the line will be symmetric with respect
to coo only if B, is real. This is the case only if

L+L 4 L+ 4L

For matched beams, since L'-=L'*, this condi-
tion is fulfilled only for the waist where L is real.
Otherwise (L'}'Bf (L'~}', and we expect an asym-
metric peak if there is curvature of the wave
fronts. This asymmetry is reversed if B,-B*„
that is, if the sign of the curvature of both beams
is reversed or if the identification of the two beams
is interchanged, i.e., U'-U, U -U'. We there-
fore expect a symmetric line shape only if the ex-
periment has a plane of symmetry.

We could have come to the same conclusion by a
close examination of expression (74), for by
changing r~ into r~+v~v+v~7'+v~7", ~0- v into
~ —~„and v~ into -v~ in the complex conjugate
of the first term, we see that it is invariant only
if U,' and Uo can be interchanged.

To evaluate (80) we first need to calculate the
line shape for a given class of transverse veloci-
ties, as given by

g ~+u
H (&d —&do, v„) =(uWD)B — —FB(v„)er&f '" ~

r

OO

(B /A)y T 1
x dr exp(-Dv„'r' —2y, Br) Re e&e 'BB'erfc ~ B,v„r+ ' cos2(&d, —&v)r

0 2vr

1
~ Im e' "'r'erfc ~ B,v, r ~ ' efcf(, — )rI2vr

+ (same integral with yB replaced by y, ) . (81)

This line shape is applicable without any further
integration for saturated absorption experiments
in a highly accelerated beam of atoms with a very
narrow distribution in transverse velocities (but

a flat one for axial velocities). In a beam of high-
velocity neon atoms used for precise measure-
ments of the transverse Doppler effect, " the dis-
tribution F,(v„)wasvery nearly a 6 function. For
a gas in thermodynamic equilibrium

FB(v,) = (2/u') v, exp( v', /u') ~-

The integral over 7 is evaluated numerically using
an adaptive form of Simpson's rule. Then, for
each choice of the laser beam and atomic param-
eters and for each value of the detuning we get a
curve for H as a function of a =v, /u. Such a set
of curves is shown in Fig. 1. Each of these curves
gives the contribution of the various classes of
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FIG. 1. Velocity selection effect in saturated absorp-
tion. The ordinate II(~ -wo, a) gives the contribution to
the line shape of each transverse velocity class. These
curves are calculated for the case of two matched beams
at their waist and for an average txansit time of &~ of
the lifetime.

transverse velocities to a particular point of the
line shape.

If &

H-2(uWD)'uF, (v, ) —+—1 1

YQ Xg

w 2

a

LLI

xae I exp -2 y, &+a vo —v 7 dw

=(uva) uF(u, &
—~ —Rs . j.1 1 1

'4 yas+ ~(~0
I 2

DET UNI NG PAR AME T E R

I
i

This expression has the shape of the usual velocity
distribution uF, (v,) =2a e with a maximum at
a =-,'&2.

In Fig. 1 we see that for a finite beam diameter
this maximum is shifted towards smaller values
of o.. The physical interpretation of this shift is
that because of the nonlinearity of saturated ab-
sorption, slow moleeules spending more time in
the beam make a relatively larger contribution.
The relevant parameters are the ratios of the
lifetimes 1/y„1/y„and 1/y„ to the average
transit time w/u. As these ratios increase, so
do the relative contributions of the slow moleeules
and the H(a) curves crowd toward the origin. This
fact is of great importance in the evaluation of
the second-order Doppler shift for optical fre-
quency standards based on saturated absorption.

FIG. 2. Calculated line shapes J~{$}. (a) q=yT„=1.0,
(b) q =0.1. The curves without the 0 symbol represent
Lorentz functions with the same half-widths. The fre-
quency detuning is in units of T,, = u~D. The function is
symmetric in frequency.

For a given value of the detuning, the line shape
is proportional to the area under the correspond-
ing curve H(a), i.e.,

AQ""( — „z) IC'J ll ( — „)da'=
=K'(J,'+J'),

where we have split the integral of H' over z into
its contributions from the upper state (J,') and
from the lower state (Z~) and where
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K' =-(Ww/ku)Q'(0')'T, ', g, .
The parameter Tt, =1/uMD plays the role of an
effective transit time. This integral was evaluated
for a given &u —&ua by fitting H(n} with a cubic
spline and integrating the resulting expression
analytic ally.

In this way we obtain a final line shape similar
to those shown in Fig. 2. These line shapes are
close to Lorentzian for large values of the pa-
rameter g—= yT„but as this parameter decreases
below unity the line shape tends toward sharper
peaking at the line center because of the increas-
ing relative contribution of slow molecules that
we have just mentioned. In the limit of zero re-
laxation ( y, =y, =y,~-0) the line shape expression
diverges at line center. The higher-order terms
omitted in our third-order theory would describe
the saturation which physically limits the ampli-
tude of the absorbers' response. Naturally,
smaller laser fields are implied by small relaxa-
tion rates, to validate our low intensity assump-
tion.

We have plotted in Fig. 3 the resonance line-
width (half-width at half-maximum} in units of the
average transit time T„. For this figure we have
chosen the particular case of matched beams taken
at their waist, and hence w, =w„L' =1, and
T„=w, /u. Furthermore, we have assumed a com-
mon value q for the three parameters q, =y, T„,

b ybTf and /gal yggTtz A curve equivalent to
Fig. 3 could be plotted using y, rather than T„, as
the fixed scaling unit for the width.

We observe that this curve has three interesting

—T—~-i ~—.T j i

K
LLJ

LLJ

CL
~8
CL

6

C)

I

U

r 2

t

2 6 8 IO

RELAXATION PARAMETER E TA

FIG. 3. Linewidth vs relaxation parameter. The line-
width (half-width at half-maximum) and relaxation rate
are in units of T,, The calculation is for matched TEMOO

beams at their waist.
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I
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I
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DETUNING (FREQUENCY TIMES TRANSIT TIME)

FIG. 4. Line shape for curved wave fronts. Calculated
profile is for two matched beams at & = 2b. The probe
beam is diverging.

domains. At the highest pressures, the half-width
tends to y according to the law

b. ( —= T„n&u =@+ (2.5/q),

where we have introduced the notation g=—(~
—&u, )Tt, . This law and a corresponding one for
small q will be derived in Sec. VII. Similar laws
were recently reported by Baklanov and Chebotaev
and colleagues. " For small values of q the line
is anomalousiy narrow as described above, with
the dependence in this case of b g =1.51'. The
strong-field theory shows the compensation of the
narrowing by increased saturation.

The intermediate-broadening region is well de-
scribed by the inflection tangent equation, b, $
=0.66+0.94'. We can compare the intercept of
this tangent with the experimental value of the
contribution of the transit-time broadening extrap-
olated to zero pressure and zero intensity in the
case of the 3-p.m methane line. The published
experimental intercept value"" A$/2w is —,',
whereas the theory gives a number close to 1/9. 5.
We regard this agreement as reasonably good
since any content of higher order modes in the
laser beam will increase the intercept value.

To illustrate the asymmetry in the case of a
spherical wave front, Fig. 4 shows a line shape
for L' =L'* =1/(1 —i) (at z = 'b) and q ywo/u =-0=.1.
We see that the primary manifestation of asym-
metry is a shift in the line that can be significant
in comparison with the linewidth. This predicted
asymmetry" was verified experimentally" with
the usual methane line. A detailed comparison
between the theory and the observations will be
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given elsewhere. This shift originates in the
cuxnulative effect of the transport of the popula-
tions across the light beam described above. In
the language of hole burning we can say that the
population hole created at a given point is carried
across the lasex beam by the molecular motion
and is thus probed at an altered space-time point.
If we assume, for example, that the saturating
beam is diverging, we find that the sum of the
Doppler shifts of the saturation beam and probe
beam at a later time is always toward the blue.
The system of equations comprised of ~+4 = ~0
+kv for the satuxation beam and co+&'=~, —ku,4

efor the probe beam has the solution &u = ~, ——,(8
+&'), where &+&' is always positive. Consequent-
ly the line center is red shifted.

In a more correct description the third-order
process is regaxded as the successive interaction
of the molecule with four waves (see Appendix A).
Assuming the condition for matched beams
1.'=-I '*, me have

Im(I, '/so') = &/2R

From Eq. (VV) we can calculate the total phase
shift,

@' =-(}t/2R)[+@~2 w(x, —u„7)'+(x, v,v' —U„r)2-

(X~ —'U„& —2'Upr) ] —2((do —%)T

SHIFT FOR Z = 8 /2
i

~ T
I

I-

g 0.25—

0.20

O. I 5

u~ 0.]0

0.05

t

2 4 6 8 I0
RELAXATION PARAMET E R F TA

FIG. 5. Shift of the line-shape maximum as a function
of the relaxation parameter. The shift and the reciprocal
lifetime are in units of inverse average transit time
(ujug. The curve is for matched beams at the position
z —~5.1

the absorber. For very weak relaxation the slom-
atom contribution at zero detuning diverges so the
frequency shift of the maximu~ again appxoaches
zero.

= v(ku'„/R)r (7 + 7') —2 ((uo —(u)7', (82)

where r(7+v') is always positive.
For a diverging saturating beam (Uo with R&0)

and a converging probe beam (U, ) the phase shift
ls

4 =-2((u, —(u)v + (kU2/R)r(r +7') .

In this case ~0 is reduced and the line center is
red shifted. For a converging saturating beam
(U, ) the shift is, of course, reversed.

It is useful to knower the pressure dependence of
the asymmetry induced by the wave-front curva-
ture. As an illustration, Fig. 5 shows the fre-
quency shift of the maximum of the nonlinear reso-
nance peak for the case z = &b. For high relaxa-
tion rates the atomic coherence decays before
much curvature-induced phase shift is evident to

VII. LINE SHAPE AFTER TRANSVERSE
VELOCITY INTEGRATION

If infoxmation about transverse velocity contri-
butions is not needed, it is attractive to reverse
the order of integration in Eq. (V8). The result
can then be stated in the form of a single integra-
tion over the variable v'. Anticipating interest in
the second-order Doppler shift, @re replace {d,
in Eq. (V8) by its shifted value (o,[1 —(e',/2c')].

In the previous approach me also had the possi-
bility of allowing any dependence of the y's upon
v„. Here the first nonzero correction, a depen-
dence of the y's on v'„, could be treated in a man-
ner parallel to the present treatment of the second-
order Doppler effect. After the e„ integration @re

have

e~~' exp{-2[i(v, —~)+y„]7')
j,+Au'7' +28~u 7'&'+C,u & -iso u' e

+ (same quantity with y, replaced by y,). (83)
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If we introduce the variables

B,V zy &/&

Z, (r) =-y, '
+ P I+Du'r' i—(o,

zgvA C

=X+iY,

Z (7) =X-iY,

then integration over v' yields

x exp(-2[i(~, ~)+—y„]~)

+(corresponding term with y, replaced by y, ).

(84)

For later use we will write rhQ~'" in the form

with

Z', = (2/uv C,)[y„+i((e, ~)](X'+iY'),

Z', = (2/ad, )[y„+i((o, —(u)] (X' i Y')—,

X' = u(B,/WC, )r' —i (&(.ds/MWC, },
Y' = (I+Au'r" [(B,-u/v C,)r' —i(&(d„/uv C,)]')' ~' .

The second method for calculating J makes use
of an analytical approximation for E, (z) Th. is is
possible either when the finite lifetime is dominant
or when the finite transit time is dominant.

In the first case y /u&A) 1. Then the modulus of
Z, and Z, will always be greater than 1 and we can
make use of the asymptotic expansion for E,""

1 1! 21 3 IE,(z) = e —— v + 7 ——'
+ ~ ~ ~

z z z z'

or better,

4Q '=K'(J, + J(,), (85) E,(z)
where K' was defined previously.

In Eq. (84) we recognize the imaginary part of
the Fourier transform of a causal signal. Both the
real and imaginary parts of such a Fourier trans-
form are known to be Hilbert transforms. Thus
the saturated absorption/saturated dispersion sig-
nals satisfy the Kramers-Kronig relations for the
third-order theory in the limit of infinite Doppler
width. In the plane-wave limit, Eq. (84} gives

4Q""= 0'(0')'—
ku ya yb

exp(-2[i((u, —(u)+ y„]r)
1 —i ((u,u'~/c')

vm 0'(Q')' 1 1
kQ ~R y yb

xg, Im exp[((d —&u, + iy, ~)/&&us]

1
xE, ((d —~, + iy„)

+kg

e ' 1 1 —2z 6z' —8z+1
~ ( ( +((* (g+()' (*+()' )

Still better is the Laguerre quadrature"'~' for
E,(z), which gives

e'E, (z) = Q z+x

where the x,. are the zeros of the Laguerre poly-
nomials and the XJ are the corresponding weight
factors. This formula includes the first terms of
the previous asymptotic expansions as the special
cases

1 Ay lpx&= 0 or 1.

Performing the integration on & we find

2 DJ' = Re
yo

with n(de=(d, u'/2c'. This result was obtained pre
viously by direct convolution of a shifted Lorent-
zian with the transverse velocity distribution. "

To compute the integrals J several methods
have been used. The first is a direct numerical
integration. This can be done either for J as ex-
pressed in (84), or for the equivalent integrals ob-
tained by performing first the integration on 7 in
(83),

00 T

J+ =Im dr' ~, [e ~E (Z,') —(e 'E, (Z', )],mC, Y'

(86)

where

x J, e &E, 9'&

1 B her 1
C ~C 1+ a x~

Q ~ I yaI

(8V)
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e 1 Pl
= 2[i((o, —~)+ y„]

811 P~g

with

x [e'~'Z (8' ) e'.&E—(e )] (88)

8,'& . (ReL}' ' 2L
xg+ z

L R L
RQ++

eP
CC$

Again, as an illustration we consider the case of
matched beams, L'= I.'*=2 and C, = 28+= 2L,D,
A=DReL, . Leaving out, for simplicity, the sec-
ond-order Doppler shift we have the formula

1 1
' (Rar. )'I' ™[(2claaI )q' ~ x*.]"*)

2 D ~
Pal Re ~ zt

yo C. . . P,. -P )

xg~,
l=l ~+/+ +g 8 + &g

(89)

r' r,~+~ (do-(d

1 2 1

[y.~+ i(~. —~)]'Re B,u'

We observe that in this approximation, the line
shape is the sum of complex Lorentzians. We can
use this formula, with@A& Z——&X&z&= zZ& Xzz&

—-1,
to obtain the first-order corrections to the plane-
wave theory owing to the geometrical effects and
to the second-order Doppler effect. After expan-
sion one finds

1 2 1
Re C~u

2y ' [y.,+ i(a), —(u)]'

"[y.~+ i(~. —~)l'. ' (90)

'4s (
—o

NWD' usa

High accuracy is obtained with n = 3. Although the
relative error is of the order of 1/o for y, /uWA= 1
it decreases very quickly as y increases. For the
R= 3 case

A,, = 0.V11 093, x, = 0.415 VV5

A. =0.2VB 518, x, = 2.29428

X, =0.010389, x, =6.29.

lf y, /u~A&& 1, it is possible to use the Laguerre
quadrature formula again, this time for e'~~E, (e &)

in (8V):

where the second and third terms represent a
broadening and a blue or red shift according to
whether ImB, and ImC, are positive or negative.
The second-order Doppler red shift is represented
by the last term. An interesting feature of this
formula is that A, B„and C, are simple functions
of z, so that the integration over a finite length
of absorbing material can be easily performed. To
avoid cumbersome expressions we shall perform
this integration only for matched beams, in which
case

u'(z) w,
' 1+4z'/b' ' ' ' w' 1+4z'/b' '

We find

2g 2z, 1 1 . 4(dI, T,gP dz =4 arctan ' —arctan ' —Re . —i
b q q, ~ i(+q, ~ i)+

1

(b'+ 4z', )(b'+ 4z', ) n 'a n.g, +i& na (n,g+i$)' (n.a+ f5)':

g'-g' 1 1 1 1
2 (b'+4z:)(b'+4z') q ig (q.n+ig)' (q.a+i()'

From these formulas we can estimate the half-
width and the shift of the maximum of the reso-
nance. In the simple case where q =q„=g we
find that for a slice dz the half-width is

&$ = g+ 2.5(ReL')/q

and the shift is

5' = 2.5(fmL')/q.

(92)
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Ag = t}+2.5Zttlt}

and the shift is

(94)

For a finite length of absorbing material (z, —z, )
the half-width is

general case of two matched beams. In the limit
of very small values of g=g,~=g and for z=0
(no curvature) this line shape has the form

J = —G+ —,'mln2-&@1 --,'wing, for )=0,

5' = + 2.5Hz /t},

where

(95)
J, = G ——' tt (r + In $), for $» tl,

(100)

(101)

1 b(z, —z, )(b' —4z,z, )
(bt+ 4zt)(bt+ 4zt)

2z 2zx arctan ' —arctan '
j

2 2

Z =252
(b'+ 4z'}(b'+4z'}

(96)

&)= Vq 2 ' 'e' ~' ~'=1.5llvq . (102)

where G is Catalan's constant and l" Euler's con-
stant.

The first formula shows that the free-flight line
shape is logarithmically divergent at the line
center. From the two preceding formulas one can
deduce that the half-width is

2z, 2z,x arctan ' —arctan (97)

In the formulas for a slice dz we observe that the
broadening has an absorptionlike behavior and
the shift a dispersionlike behavior versus z, both
disappearing in the limit as z —~, in which case
the waves are locally plane. From the formulas
for a finite cell we observe that the net shift dis-
appears for an arrangement symmetric with re-
spect to the waist z, = -z, . The shift owing to the
second-order Doppler effect is also easily ob-
tained in the plane-wave limit,

5 = —&(ds = —(d,(u'/2c') . (98)

E (z)= r I)nz n

1
(99)

where I' is Euler's constant. Each term of the
series can be integrated separately, and the re-
sulting line shape is given in Appendix C for the

In addition to the Laguerre quadrature formula
other rational approximations can be used for
e'E, (z}. Another example is the Padgapproxima-
tion, "which also leads to integrals that can be
analytically evaluated.

The other limit is when y /u v A « I, that is,
when the collision and radiative relaxation pro-
cesses are only a perturbation to the free-flight
line shape. For this limit we may use the series
representation of E,(z),

This formula describes the line narrowing that
occurs in the low-pressure region of Fig. 3.

Less restrictive formulas for the free-flight
line shape are given in Appendix C.

VIII. EFFECTS OF FREQUENCY MODULATION
AND LASER SPECTRAL WIDTH

In this section we discuss the inclusion of fre-
quency modulation of the laser, which is required
for phase-sensitive detection and which can be
used as a first model for the laser spectral width.
In Eq. (24) we now have a phase p which is time
dependent,

Q=P cosset t, (103)

etldtettt cathl~t ~ t'Pet(I4+Pld~)t J (P}
P-ate

(104)

where the J~(P) are Bessel functions of integer
order. At each step of the perturbation calcula-
tion we choose one of these discrete frequencies.
In the third-order theory the saturated absorption
signal will then appear as a quadruple sum over
four sideband indices. This calculation follows
the same lines as followed earlier in this paper
and offer no special difficulty. Equation (78) is
replaced by

with modulation frequency (d and modulation index
P. We then express the field as the sum of dis-
crete Fourier sidebands,

ttQ ~ 00 OO

xRe z'-~&-~e«&~&- &~~ d&„E2v„) d7' ~ dv'exp p Qg' +2B r7'+c, T e ~ +er
p p Jo

(105)
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S„(~)= Rei"e„ t dr g(r)e'"'J„(P&a r),
PQ

(106)

where Ep 1 and E~p 2 Since a closed-form ex-
pression for g(r) appears in the integral of Eq.
(84}, we can easily obtain S„(&u) in the general
case by introducing the Bessel function J„(P&u r)
into the last quadrature. Finally, in the limit
where effects of the finite lifetime dominate, the
line shape is formed of complex Lorentzians or
their derivatives. In this case, the integral in
(106) can be evaluated analytically.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

This paper appears to present the first detailed
calculation of laser spectroscopy line shapes
including transit-time effects. We began by noting
the essential equivalence between transit-time
broadening and a residual first-order Doppler
effect associated with a distribution of wave vec-
tors. The effects were considered first in their
role in linear spectroscopy, such as in optical/
atomic beam experiments, and a generalization
of the Voigt profile [Eq. (59)] was derived for the
line shape. Turning to saturation spectroscopy,
we attempted to obtain a realistic approximation
to the line shape, including relaxation, transit
effects, and the transverse Doppler effect. Actu-
ally, we obtained, in Eq. (84), the Fourier trans-
form of the line shape. Further approximations
were introduced to obtain simpler results when
either finite-lifetime or transit-time effects are
dominant. The theory accounts well for experi-
mental pressure-broadening behavior, including
the residual width at low pressure owing to transit

and in the rest of the calculation y is therefore re-
placedby y +i(q —P)&u and 2u by 2&v+(2P+r- q}&u .

A phase-sensitive detector system will respond
to one harmonic frequency in the final signal, thus
imposing one condition between the four sideband
indices. We note that this approach would also
provide a first way to handle the problem of laser
frequency noise, typically stemming from acoustic
modulation of the laser structure.

In the limit of modulation slow compared with
all relevant time scales for the molecules (re-
laxation time, transit time, etc.) this Fourier
method becomes awkward owing to the large num-
ber of important sidebands. In this limit we es-
sentially have a definite static line shape which is
slowly explored by the modulation wave form. We
may follow the modulation analysis method intro-
duced by Amdt. " If g(T) is the complex Fourier
transform of the spectral line-shape function,
then the signal at the nth harmonic of the modula-
tion frequency is given by

time. Further iteration between experimental and
theoretical work should be pursued in order to
investigate the quantitative agreement, especially
in the higher-pressure domain.

Two new features appear in this theory. First,
we calculate an enhanced contribution of slow
molecules to the free-flight line shape, which
results in a strong line-narrowing effect at very
low pressures. Differential saturation and laser
spectral width tend to suppress this effect. Sec-
ond, we find that a dramatic shift of the center
and a profile asymmetry are introduced by curva-
ture of the laser wave fronts. The residual in-
fluence of this shift and of the transverse Doppler
shift can be quantitatively estimated from the
results presented here.

Let us recall the main conditions for validity
uf this theory, and examine possible improvements:

We have assumed a small saturation both in
using a perturbation calculation and in truncating
the Fourier expansions (14). A strong-field theory
can be developed, "although more computing time
is required to evaluate the line shape. The basic
idea is to reduce the density matrix equations (16)
to a set of coupled ordinary differential equations
using the technique introduced in the discussion of
the linear response. These equations can then be
solved by means of a predictor-corrector numeri-
cal method. The results of such a theory agree
well with the results of the present paper in the
limit of small saturation parameters. The recoil
effect can also be introduced into such a numeri-
cal calculation.

We have considered a pair of nondegenerate
levels. This restriction can be removed for lin-
early polarized light when magnetic fields are
absent, since we can take the quantization axis
along the field polarization. All transitions then
occur according to the selection rule &M= 0, and
if the sublevels are not coupled by collisions, the
light interacts with independent pairs of states, so
that we may simply add independent signals. An
extension of this theory to three-level or even
multilevel systems appears feasible.

Most of our results have calculated the line
shape corresponding to a very thin slice dz of
absorbing material at point z. If the gas is op-
tically thick or if the geometry of the beam chang-
es in an appreciable way along the absorbing cell,
an additional integration over z is necessary, such
as is done in Sec. VIII.

To account for recoil in the third-order theory
we must first recognize that in all of our expres-
sions for the line shape, one term (J,) represents
the probing of the hole in the lower state, whereas
the other term (J,) refers to the peak in the upper
state. We may therefore simply replace the fre-
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quency ~, in Z, by ~,[I+(S~,/2Mc')] and in J, by
~,[I —(R),/2Mc') ].

The results of this paper may serve as a first
reasonable basis for the g prio estimation of the
accuracy capability of optical frequency standards.
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APPENDIX A: INTEGRAL FORM OF 'ME DENSITY MATRIX EQUATIONS

In the molecular frame the equation for p', .(r', t', v) is

where

&,.=(E E,)/-tt and V', =(n
~

V'(r', t')
~

a').

Assuming that V' vanishes for t'= —~, we obtain by integration

pt (rt tl v) pl(o}(P v}e 4ld~~tt'-

gl

(f&o~~.-+w ~adjt' dyr&ti~~~. +w, )t" g [pi (Pz tran v)Vi (PPt) Vi (rt:Pt)~t (rt Pi v)]
+ a40 ~tt

dre ""~N""~»'"fp, (r'+v(t'-7), t'-7, v)V,»;(r'+v(t' r},t'-7)-

—V„(r'+v(t'- r), t' &)p ...(r'-+v(t' r), t'- r, v)]. -

From this last expression it is easy to derive the corresponding expression for p, , (r, t, v) in the labora-
tory frame,

—V, (r vr, t —7)p, , (r--vr, t -r, v)].

For each term in this sum we can draw an elementary corresponding diagram (see Fig. 6). Thus the den-
sity matrix element p . at the space-time point (r, t) appears as a sum of contributions owing to inter-
actions at previous space-time points (r vr, t —r) multi-plied by a propagation factor describing the free
precession and the decay.

%'hen applied to the two-level system the previous equations give the optical coherence and the popula-
tions as solutions of the following integral equations:

In the molecular frame,
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pl (Pt tt v) (nt(o) nl(0)) dr g(Ft ~ v(tf v ) tl v)e (folo vg))T

0

+ t dv' —. g(r'+ v(t'- v'), t'- v')e ""0'"a(' ~ dr —g. (r'+ v(t'- v' v)-, t' r'-- v)

x [Po)(r t —v —r ) v) —P(e*(r ) t -v'- v, v)]

x (e o + e~)) )

(" (' }= +& f & .+ 8( '+v(( —T t}—' r)e ' '(I dr' —. ((( '+v()' — ' — } (' — '-r)

x[n,'(r', t' v' —v, v)-—n'(r', t'- v' r, v)]

where &, =+ 1 and a, = -1, and where we have used the functional form of the field defined in the laboratory
frame.

In the laboratory frame

p„(r, t, v) = (n,'" -n,'") dv g(r—. vv, t —v )e "-"o'"
0

OC) CC)

dv g(r —v.r, t —v)-e ""0'"~)" dv' —. g(r -vv vv', t —-v —v')
w0

x[p,)(r —vv —vv', t v'-v', v) —-p~(r —v& —vv )t & —v, v)l-
x (e "o' + e "&' ) (A2a. )

n, (r, t, v)=n"'+&, dv g(r ——v. v, t —v)e "~' dv' g(r -vv —.-vv', t —v —v')
0 0

x [n,(r —vv —vv', t —v —v') -n, (r vr vv', t -—v —v')]-
-(i~ +t ~)&'

(A2b)

(r, t)

(0) ~ ~ -io)~Net il-
+p .(r, v)e~ po~{r,t, v)

(r, t)

(0) ~ ~ 1 ~eat
+p e.(r, v)e

A single diagram (Fig. 7) can represent the last
equations. This diagram strongly suggests a per-
turbation approach. It is cemplete for the third-
order calculation that we perform.

p ~(r-vv, t-v, v)

l

ix ( & )VS~.{r-vv, t-v)
I

I&

p~~ {r-vr, t-r, v)

FIG. 6. Diagramatic representation of Eq. {A1). The
density matrix element p~~ {r,t, v) of a given velocity
class is given as a sum over previous interactions,
modified by precession and decay effects.

APPENDIX B. GAUSSIAN LASER MODES
AND THEIR FOURIER TRANSFORMS

The laser modes are easily visualized in ordi-
nary physical space, but the Doppler effect is
more easily described in the space of wave vec-
tors. Here we develop useful expressions in both
domains for the electric field distribution of the
linearly polarized laser. If U(r) is the field dis-
tribution in physical space, then we shall define
U(lt) hy
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2i Im o (r, t, v) ~&'WW " —. E(r, t)
/

i%

n (r-vT", t-T",v)

-n (r-vT" t-T" v)

e 'le + e

r
'j -VT et —( )

e e
E(r-VT It —T )i4

(r-vT "-vT ', t-

E(r-VT"-vT ', t-("-T ')

+n -n(0) (0) ge +

In both previous expressions for U'(r) we see that
U'(k„k ) are the Fourier transforms of the a.m-
plitude distribution U'(x, y, z, ) in the z =z, planes.
Thus we specify the field U (r) everywhere by the
choice of the functions U'(x, y, z,). We choose to
expand these arbitrary functions in terms of the
complete set of orthogonal functions formed by
the products of Hermite polynomials with a Gaus-
sian function. Since these basis functions are
their own Fourier transforms, this is equivalent
to the choice

U,'(k„)= gC„'H„* exp—1, k„k,'

+ -I
II fn (r-vT -vT -vT,a

e +II \-n (r-v(' -vT -vT
b

z ft —T —T —T IV)
( T'-VT -VT -VT

, t-T"-"-., v) = '=V"VVV'-
I

(0) (0)
a b I

E
II I II(r-v( -v -v( t -T — -T)

with a similar expression for U', (k,), where 6,
are constants, the significance of which will ap-
pear later.

Writing

U'(r)= g C'„C'U'„(x, z)U'(y, z)e ' "'+',

FIG. 7. Diagram representing saturated absorption.
The nonlinear polarization p, &(r, t, v) of Eq. {A2) is
given by the sum over previous interaction, precession,
and decay processes. The diagram is complete to third
order, consistent with the general presentation of this
paper; extension to higher interaction order is indicated.

we get
ee +

U'(x, z) =
vTm~ .

1
xp L 2&' +ik~ dk„

~2 l /2

U(r)= I U(k)b ~k~' — eta "d'k,
C

n/2
ni r +El/2 -I+ h~(x2/2)

where the Dirac distribution in the Fourier trans-
form of U(r) insures that each plane-wave com-
ponent satisfies the propagation equation

ka+ kay k2 = (z)a/c~= ka

After integration on k„UPr) can be written as a
superposition of two counterpropagating solutions

U Pr) = J U (k„,k„)exp(i( e [k' —(k', e k,')]'I'(z —z, )

+kxx+k„y))dk dk„,

where the interpretation of the phases represented
by z, will appear later. For laser beams along
the z axis one can assume that k„and k, are much
smaller than k and write

[k —(k + k a)]t/a k (kay k~)/2k

In rectangular coordinates, we shall look for a
solution with separated variables

2
O'P)= I U;(k,)exp(ei ' (z —*,)+ 'k~)dk,

k'
x U;(k„)e p e' ( —*,) ~ 'kr)dk„

2k

+jA( - )

x H„[ n(L aLa*)' '/x]

where we have introduced the complex Lorentz
function of z,

We now make the connection between the above
formalism and the usual laser mode theory. " The
real and imaginary parts of L' can be expressed
in terms of the beam radii w, (z) and of the radii
of curvature of the wave fronts R,(z),

L'(z) = [w', /w'k(z)]+ i[b,/2R, (z)],
where we have introduced the classical beam-
waist radii w, = V 2/n, and the confocal parameters
b, = 2k/&,'= kw,'. The amplitude of the complex
Lorentz function is

(L'L'*)' '= w, /w, (z),

and (L'/L'*)'/' is related to the usual phase angle
arctan(2z/b, ) by

(Lk/Lk a)) /a eat arataaaa/ aa

The coefficients C„', C', z„and b, are chosen to
match the boundary conditions.
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APPENDIX C: LINE SHAPE FOR LONG-LIVED SYSTEMS

We wish to calculate the integral in (84),

Z, n, "„,s"Z, (Z, ) —s'(Z, (S,)
0

xexl){ 2[(((t)0 {d)+yd(]T)t

using term-by-term integration of the series

( 1)tl tl

E {z)=-I' —1nz—
nni

with

g, =X+i F, g2=X —iF,
X =y.(a, /W)~, I'=(y„/uM&)(I +flu'~2)'~.

This procedure is justifiable when the series over
which we wish to integrate is uniformly conver-
gent on the domain 0 ~7 &. In fact, in this Ap-
pendix w'e derive several conditions for conver-

gence of the series of integrals.
For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case

of matched beams and leave out the second-order
Doppler effect. In this case we have

=I ' =I. =1/(1 —is), d{t/D =ReI =1/(1+s2),

B, , 1 1+is
D 1 +ss 1+s

where s =2@/b. We shall use the dimensionless
var iables

q =y /uMD, )}., =y.,/usa,

& = ((d —(u, )/uWD, t = 7u/v D .
X and F are then given by

X=)} (I+is)t, r=(}.(I+s')'~(I+tm)'I2.

We note that J'„($}= &„(-$), so that we need calcu-
late only J'„, as given by

sr -2 ( t) d {)
- ( (' ) ( x + t I' (-1)"Z„'=(t ~ s')'Srto dt ", s, oos)' lo

" I; [(Xs{S) (X- r)))(1+t2 +~ X -iF „, en'

1 )tt
+islnF 2I'+ln X2+F2 +

i
X+iF "+ X —iF

Pl Pl

To insure that the integrals in the above expression are finite we must assume q,~& &g„as a first condi-
tion. %'e now proceed to calculate the integral of each term in the series.

(a) The first term is

+-2{Ii~g-it ) t X+iF
{8„'},= (1 +s')+ Im dt (,)(~ cos1'ln

This is the most important term of the series; it gives the pure free-flight line shape when q„and g„-O.
It is also the only term that we do not know' how to integrate analytically in the general case. Vfe split the
integral into two parts,

(Z')'=(ts ')' i'l
J

dt
" "" ' [ sos[ (l+s')'i'(l+t')"*[l

(
{ '

)

where

T'=ll/(I+s')'~'](I+tq ~ /t

{d')"={t+s')'t'tto([t(-',s) —lo[(l+s')'i' —s)) ~ dt ' ' " ' ' ooss{l+s')'i't),explq -2q )/+it'2(+ gq )gl

=-,'s(1+ s'}' 'Re[&, (qt(')+&, (qt( )] —2(1+s')' 'ln[(1+ s')' ' —s]im[E, (qt(')+ E,(qt( )],

t('=2'. , g —i[2]+-st, +q ( I+s)'~']

and q is an arbitrary number chosen large enough so that for t-q, one has (1+t )' /t —1 with the desired
accuracy. (In most cases q =100 is a good choice. ) The first integral can be written
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tt e( tttt 2-nttt) )t 2t(l+ t ')"'
(J )', = (1+s')'/' dt »/, cos[I},(l+ s2)'/2(1+ t 2)'/2] cos(2)+st), )t II- arctan1+ t2 1/2 tt ~1 + 2~1 /2

q e(II~~I} &)t I[1 (1+s2iy»2+ 4Z n~ &~
+(1+s')"/'

I dt », cos[I),(1+s')' '(1+t')' '] sin(2$ +s )I }tin'"
J2 (1+t')'" (1-sT)'+ T'

and q,~«q"' then this expression does not depend upon these quantities:

cos2 (t 2t(1+ t ')'/'

sin2 gt ([1—(1+s2) T']2+ 4T2]I/2
(I y t } / (1 —ST} + T2

and these functions can be tabulated once and for aLL. If («q ' also they are even independent of $,
0 2t 1+ t' '/'

(tt )I = (1 +s ) dt
1 2 2/2 It arc'tanr1 t 2wg /2 1+s' '"

For s =0 we get

t f[l —(1+s')T']'+ 4T2}'/'
(1+ t')'/' '

(1 —s T)'+ T'

(1 ~ f2)1/2
(J')'I=—2 dt, »2 arctan

t

One can show that for Large values of q we have

(J')'I —= G+ —,)I ln2q,

where G = 0.915965 594 1VV 219 is Catalan's constant. Under the assumption that q„,q, ( &q ', we have also

(8')I' = --,'))[21'+ 2 lnq+ —,
'

1n(p, ')I'*)I p. *)],
so that

(J',)I =—G ——2'III'+-2')I ln2 ——2)I 1n(p, 'p, '*p, p, *).

(h) The next integral we evaluate is
X —o(l}~~ —i g)t

(1 + t2)l/2

—2 sin~g (1+s'1'/'t2I'(1+ s ) / eI 2tt ")tt) cos(2$ + st) )t dt

2)) (1+s2)t/2(2I)„—I) )

q.,t)' (tt sv )n () ~')). *'-*.

wheze we have approximated sin)) (1+s')'/'(1+t')' '/(1+t )
' h7 sin[0 (1+s')' 'tl/t, which is valid for

small g
(c) For the third term we have

eX - 2( I} g - i () 0

(g') = (1+s2)'/2 Ile»/2 ( sin Y) 1n(X'+I"}dt
0

= {1+s')'/' in))' (1+s') eI 2~ —'222)' cos{25 + s)) )t dtsin[)) (1 + s')'/'t]
D

t ~ e(~~- ~,~)~e~(2& ' ~&~ . , ~ 1/2 . , 2 I/~ t2+(1+s')'/'Im ~
(et2tt(1+2 ) t e i80)(t+s ) t)ln 1+2

2t 1 —ss

2)) „(1+s2}'/2(2n„-I) )

+-,'(1+ s')'/' Im[E, (in)t+}E,{—it2)t'} —E,(in)I )E,( —iota)], ,
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n/2

1I„=2 ReI!"Q ( —1)"C'„'(1+is)" "(1+s')'

where we have again assumed that g is small.
(d) Finally, we evaluate the remaining integrals

and obtain

((

(J'), = (1+s2)' ~2 g, (u„+ v„),

, [n —2(k- l)- I]!x C'
l =p

1 1
+ n -2(k- l) r -~n -2(A - f) ~

LP )

~X 2(v! Og
- f4)t

n =Im dt cos(r}[(X+ir)"-(X-ir)"],
n (I+ P)i /2

eX-2(v) b-kg)t
&„=Re dt, , „, sm(r}[(X+ ir)"+ (X- ir)"].

As is consistent with approximations made in the
rest of the calculation, we keep only terms for
which k= l; then

1+is+ i(1+s')'~'
u „+tI„= (n —1)!q" Im

j[L

Using again the approximations

cos[q, (1+s')'~'(I+ t')'~'] = cos[I! (1+s')'t't],

sin[I!,(I+s')' '(1+t')' ']/(1+ t')' '
= sin[1!,(I + s2)' ~'t]/t

valid for small g, we find

and we have finally

(8'),v=(1+s')'~'Im E

(+ 's —'((+s*)'")"

n„=Im I!",2i(I + s')' ~'

(n 1)/2

x Q (- 1)~C2' "(1+is)" '~ '(1+s')'

p CO

xQ CI dt tn 2(I(- I) &s(n(( 2 ng(,&t'
4 p

xs((sf+ sn t(cMo)s[1! (I + s2)&/&t]

n/2

t(„=2ReI!",Q ( —I)'C'„~(l+ is)" '"(1+s')~

1+is —i(1+s )' t

!1 /n.

where I' is the diloga. rithm function of complex
arguments, defined by

E(g) =Q z".( I)n

This expansion will converge only if

1!„(I+[s ~ (1+s')'"]'}'".
p eo

C g dt tn 2(P E )e(f)~ 2nt2y) 0

j(2( + 85(M)C

This is the final condition we require to insure
convergence of the series of integrals defining J'.
If g,~= q this requires either )=0 or

sin[rt (1+s')' "t]
t

where the C~ are binomial coefficients.
After performing the integrations,

Q„=Im7P~2$(I+ s ')

(n- j. )/2

( l )AC2%+1(1+is)(( 2I} l(1+ 2)II

, [n —2(t1- I) —1]!
X

For $ =0, g„=g, and s =0 we find

(Z„')„=-2G.

For
~

t'~ » 1! we can limit the calculation of E to
the first few terms.

Summing the terms (J;)'„(8'),", (4;)», (4')„, ,
and (2'),» in their most general form we get a
formula for J~ which has an accuracy of the order
of rP in a domain where the direct numerical in-
tegration of (84) is expensive. We have indeed
used this formula to compute the line shape with
a small table computer and obtained results which
agree quite well with direct numerical integration
of (84) for I!„,1! «O.l.
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